An Instructional Model That Fits Your Classroom

Five, six-week, multi-genre units focus on a Spotlight Genre, Essential Question, and Theme.

myView Literacy Color Coding
- Green: Reading Workshop
- Blue: Reading-Writing Bridge
- Gold Yellow: Foundational Skills
- Purple: Writing Workshop
- Orange: Small Group
- Red: Project-Based Inquiry/Assessment

ONLY with myView Literacy

Minilessons, Minilessons!
The myView Literacy Minilesson Bank includes minilessons that really are mini.

Bridge the Reading-Writing Gap
The Reading-Writing Bridge connects reading and writing daily. Nothing else compares!

It’s Book Club Day!
Weekly routines support student-led Book Clubs.

Conferring Made Easy
Prompts, teaching points, and the Scout Observational Assessment app inform your conversations and help capture observations.

Realize Digital Power
Pearson Realize™ is our award-winning digital platform, delivering content, class management tools, and embedded assessments. Rich data and recommended resources are provided instantly!

Culminating Unit Activity:
PROJECT-BASED INQUIRY
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**5 Day Routine**

### LESSON 1
**Foundational Skills**
- Read Aloud/Genre Lesson
- Academic Vocabulary

**Small Group:**
- Approaching, On-Level, Advanced, and ELL
- Strategy Groups
- Guided Reading

**Writing**

### LESSON 2
**Foundational Skills**
- Shared Read (Vocabulary and Check for Understanding)
- Spelling

**Small Group:**
- Approaching, On-Level, Advanced, and ELL
- Strategy Groups
- Guided Reading

**Writing**

### LESSON 3
**Foundational Skills**
- Close Read
- Read Like a Writer

**Small Group:**
- Approaching, On-Level, Advanced, and ELL
- Strategy Groups
- Guided Reading

**Language and Conventions**

**Writing**

### LESSON 4
**Foundational Skills**
- Close Read
- Write for a Reader

**Small Group:**
- Approaching, On-Level, Advanced, and ELL
- Strategy Groups
- Guided Reading

**Language and Conventions**

**Writing**

### LESSON 5
**Foundational Skills**
- Reflect and Share

**Small Group:**
- Approaching, On-Level, Advanced, and ELL
- Strategy Groups
- Guided Reading

**Language and Conventions**

**Writing**